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The “demonic forces” at Auschwitz: T. S. Eliot reads Jerzy Andrzejewski’s Roll Call 
 
On 2 November 1944 T. S. Eliot received a letter from Douglas Woodruff, the editor of The 
Tablet, written on behalf of his “Polish friend” Adam Żółtowski. Eliot was asked to write a 
foreword to “a little publication about the German Concentration Camp at Oświęcim 
[Auschwitz].”1 He replied in the affirmative, adding that though as a rule he wrote prefaces 
only to books published by Faber, in this case he might be ready to make an exception. This 
is how the correspondence between Eliot and Żółtowski, Director of the Polish Research 
Centre in London, began.2  
This article traces the origin of the Auschwitz text, which I have identified as Jerzy 
Andrzejewski’s Roll Call (Polish: Apel), and the journey it made from Nazi-occupied 
Warsaw to Eliot’s desk in London. Since Eliot’s preface to Roll Call did not appear in print in 
1945, as originally planned, and remained unknown to the scholarly community for over 
seventy years, its recent publication in vol. 6 of The Complete Prose of T. S. Eliot, edited by 
David Chinitz and Ronald Schuchard, gives rise to a number of questions.3 One of them, 
which is discussed in this paper, is the absence of any references to Jews and Jewish suffering 
in both Andrzejewski’s text and Eliot’s preface.4 I also address the question of why the 
English edition of Roll Call with Eliot’s preface was not published in 1945. To answer these 
questions, I examine unpublished correspondence between Eliot and Żółtowski within a 
wider context of wartime publishing and journalism. More specifically, I focus on Christian 
debates on the meaning of totalitarianism and religious narratives of World War II that 
dominated the political discourse of the 1940s. Thus, the paper aims to shed light on what 
Marina Mackay referred to as “the submerged relationships between modernism and political 
culture, where ‘political’ ... conveys its old meanings of parliamentary, journalistic and 
diplomatic discourses.”5 To contextualise the unpublished translation of Roll Call and Eliot’s 
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preface within these discourses, I combine the examination of archival material with a review 
of historical documents, brochures, pamphlets, magazines and newspapers. By historicising 
the story behind Roll Call, the paper offers an interesting case study of wartime publishing. It 
raises important questions about the relationship between literary culture, religion, politics, 
and censorship in wartime Britain, and contributes to a better understanding of how the 
Holocaust was perceived and understood during World War II and in its immediate 
aftermath. 
 
1. Jerzy Andrzejewski’s Roll Call and its journey to England  
 
When Eliot was writing the preface to Roll Call, he asked Żółtowski to give him more 
information about the author of the text and the circumstances in which it was written. 
Żółtowski responded that he did not know the name of the author, but confirmed that the text 
had come “from Poland by the usual channels,” adding that he himself knew nothing about 
them and could not “ask to be told anything since human lives depend upon it being kept as 
secret as possible.”6 While their letters do not contain any more detail about the origin of the 
text, they do reveal its English title: Roll Call. This and the timeline of the correspondence, 
together with the general summary of the text in Eliot’s preface, make it possible to identify it 
as Jerzy Andrzejewski’s Apel, written in 1942 in Nazi-occupied Warsaw.  
 In 1942 Andrzejewski was already an established writer, which Eliot recognised in his 
preface, remarking that the author of Roll Call was “a man who knew how to write.”7 He 
began publishing short stories in 1932, and his first novel, Ład serca [The Heart’s Harmony], 
won him the Polish Academy of Literature young writers’ award in 1939. During the war, 
Andrzejewski took an active part in the resistance movement, distributing financial support 
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among writers and artists on behalf of the Government Delegation for Poland (which was an 
agency of the Polish government-in-exile in London). In 1940, together with his close friend 
and future Nobel Prize winner Czesław Miłosz, he joined the underground socialist group 
Wolność [Freedom]. They both helped shelter Jews hiding from the Nazis.8 At the same time, 
Andrzejewski wrote short stories that were first published in the volume Noc [Night] in 1945. 
This included Wielki tydzień [Holy Week], a novella of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising of 1943, 
and Apel [Roll Call].9  
Roll Call is set in the concentration camp in Auschwitz in the autumn of 1941 and tells 
the story of a roll call ordered as a collective punishment for a suspected escape of one of the 
inmates. The text opens with a matter-of-fact description of a typical day in Auschwitz: 
The working day in the concentration camp of Oświęcim lasted twelve hours. It started 
at six o’clock in the morning with a roll call and ended at six o’clock in the evening 
with another. There was one more roll call at noon, the orchestra played and there was a 
dinner break. If for some infringement of the regulations the inmates of a particular 
block or the whole camp had to stand through a penal roll call in the evening, then the 
day, instead of having twelve hours, extended far into the night.10 
In what follows the reader is introduced to some of the inmates: Warsaw student Stanisław 
Karbowski, high-school teacher Ignacy Śliwiński, medical doctor Parczewski, theatre actor 
Trojanowski, and those who are part of the camp administration: SS blockführer (block 
leader) Hans Kreutzmann, German kapo (prisoner functionary) Schreder, and Polish 
unterkapo (lower prisoner functionary) Nadolny. None of the characters are identified as 
Jews, which is historically justifiable – Roll Call was written in December 1942 and the story 
is set in the winter of 1941, before the mass deportations and extermination of Jewish people 
in Auschwitz began.11 
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One day the camp’s routine is disrupted when Śliwiński fails to appear at the evening 
roll call. The SS-men order a special penal roll call, which is the main focus of the short 
story. All prisoners are forced to stand at attention in rainy autumn weather for fifteen hours, 
until Śliwiński is found dead in the basement of the building where he worked that day. Some 
of the inmates die of exhaustion or ill health, others are shot by SS-men, and yet others are 
forced to beat each other to death. After several hours, “the dull thud of people falling to the 
ground was heard more and more often.”12 The text gives the reader insight into the minds of 
some of the inmates and explores their thoughts in a liminal situation from which there is no 
escape. While the SS-men and functionaries are presented only from the point of view of the 
prisoners who observe their every movement with dread, quite unexpectedly one of them, 
Schreder, shows compassion to a dying prisoner. He kneels by him and holds his hand. It 
seems “as if the mask which he wore constantly” had disappeared and an “unusually beautiful 
and clear brightness” had lit his face. The scene takes just a moment (Schreder is quickly 
taken away by senior SS-men – “he was not shot on the spot only because he was a 
German”), but it breaks the strict division between the prisoners and the persecutors.13 
Towards the end of the roll call, their voices merge to form a more universal expression of 
human degradation and suffering:  
finally the shouts of the executioners and their victims became one human voice of 
torment, a voice which issued from the depths of darkness, hollow and without hope, 
like suffering itself and a fate lonelier than any other fate on earth.14 
When the roll call was called off, the prisoners “looked like ghosts herded together to bear 
witness to the misery of the creature called man.”15 
It is not clear how Andrzejewski, who was never imprisoned in Auschwitz himself, 
learnt so much about the camp as early as 1942. It is likely that he had access to confidential 
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underground reports about the camp, and he might have met people who were released or 
escaped from the camp.16 The event that Andrzejewski’s text describes was identified by 
Auschwitz survivor Władysław Bartoszewski as the penal roll call of 28 October 1940: “We 
still do not know who told the story to Andrzejewski … One thing is certain, and I find it 
surprising even today: Andrzejewski described that roll call as if he looked at it with my own 
eyes.”17  
 It is uncertain whether Andrzejewski knew that his text was sent to London and 
passed to Eliot. It is possible that he was not aware of it since Roll Call was brought to 
England in a clandestine military operation code-named Wildhorn III (Polish codename: 
Most III [Bridge III]). The primary aim of this mission was the transfer of a disassembled 
German V-2 rocket that had been recovered by the Home Army (the Polish underground) for 
examination in the UK. On 25 July 1944 a British aircraft flew from Brindisi in southern 
Italy, over the Balkans and into occupied Poland. Under the cover of the night, it was loaded 
with the missile components and on the return journey to Brindisi the crew was joined by 
four high-ranking members of the Polish resistance, who then made their way to London, 
carrying intelligence reports, as well as Andrzejewski’s Roll Call.18  
When the text was delivered to the Ministry of Information of the Polish government-
in-exile in London, it was decided that it would be translated into English and, if possible, 
published with a preface by a renowned British critic.19 As Żółtowski explained to Eliot, his 
“desire was that the name of the most outstanding British critic should testify to the British 
public, before whom the text is to be put, that the work is well worth reading.”20 It was the 
official policy of the Polish Research Centre to approach British politicians, scholars and 
public figures with requests for endorsements and introductions that would assure the British 
reader that the brochures and pamphlets published by the Polish Research Centre were 
credible sources of information.21 What makes Roll Call’s case exceptional, however, is the 
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fact that hardly ever did the Ministry of Information spend their scarce resources, such as 
paper, which was strictly rationed throughout the war, on publications that did not have an 
explicitly political value.22 Roll Call was one of only two literary texts to be published by 
them in English translation, and therefore an unprecedented decision was taken not to seek an 
endorsement from a political figure, but from a literary critic.23  
 
2. T. S. Eliot and Christian responses to the totalitarian challenge 
 
The letter Eliot received from Woodruff on 2 November 1944 stated that the Polish 
authorities decided to approach Eliot as “a Christian and a man of letters, sharing their 
general point of view, without being a co-religionist.”24 The letter does not state explicitly 
what general point of view Eliot shared with the Polish Research Centre, and why it was 
important that he was first a Christian and then a man of letters, but the answers to those 
questions can be inferred from the immediate political context. Eliot was approached in 
November 1944, three months before the Yalta Conference, at which Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
Winston Churchill and Joseph Stalin discussed the shape of post-war Europe and the future 
frontiers of Poland. Since the Soviet Union joined the Allies in 1941, the Polish authorities 
feared that the price for Stalin’s support would be the Soviet control of Poland. By the end of 
1944, it was clear that the UK and the US were more than likely to agree to Stalin’s demands 
to install a Soviet-controlled puppet government in Poland, and the Polish government-in-
exile knew that they did not have much time left to act.25 The Polish authorities were 
desperate to win public support for the cause of independent Poland. It is in this context that 
we should view the planned publication of Roll Call. It was not meant to inform the reader of 
the current situation in Auschwitz (up-to-date intelligence reports were passed to the British 
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government through official channels, and the opening paragraph of Roll Call makes it clear 
that the story is set in 1941), but to win wider sympathy for the Polish cause.26 It is not a 
coincidence that Żółtowski approached Eliot through the editor of The Tablet, a major 
Catholic weekly in Britain.27 By 1944, the most vocal opposition to communism and the 
Soviet Union came from the churches and the Christian press, and Eliot’s was an important 
voice in these circles.  
Eliot expressed his disapproval of both fascism and communism long before the war 
broke out. He regarded them as political systems that aimed to create substitutes for religion. 
In his 1932 BBC talk on “Christianity and Communism,” he argued that “Russian 
communism is a religion” and urged his listeners to “keep in mind that you can never fight a 
religion except with another religion.”28 In 1933, in the opening talk of the Anglo-Catholic 
Summer School of Sociology, he maintained that “some forms of Fascism” and “some forms 
of Socialism” are heretical because their ambition is to build “an earthly paradise,” which 
from a Christian point of view is unacceptable and utopian. “[A]ny general scheme of 
international harmony put forward as a substitute for religious unity,” Eliot argued, “is likely 
to be more of a menace than a hope.”29  
Eliot’s view of totalitarianism as a challenge to religion that seeks to channel religious 
emotions and enthusiasm into a political cause was a common interpretation of the ways in 
which fascism and communism garnered widespread popularity. The thesis that fascism and 
communism should be viewed as “political religions” was put forward by various 
intellectuals, as well as the Christian press, and in 1938 expounded in much detail in Eric 
Voegelin’s Political Religions.30 Jacques Maritain in his influential True Humanism, which 
was reviewed in The Criterion as “eminently worth reading and re-reading,” argued that both 
communism and fascism were essentially anti-Christian: “the one and the other claiming for 
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their temporal community that messianic love with which the Kingdom of God should be 
loved.”31  
The view that the political turmoil could be resolved only on the spiritual plane was 
widely accepted among Christian intellectuals in Britain and regularly reiterated on the pages 
of the Catholic Tablet, Catholic Herald, Dublin Review, as well as the Anglican Church 
Times and The Guardian. Douglas Woodruff argued that the “great heresy of the twentieth 
century is political” since “[w]here men have no religious doctrine as a framework, there is a 
vacuum into which political ideas expand, swelling to monstrous sizes,” and Eliot maintained 
that under the surface of “social and class impulses” there were “resources of violent 
religious passion” and the public intellectual’s task was to “bring to the surface these true 
religious impulses.”32 Eliot became closely associated with a number of groups that 
attempted to address these issues and propose ways in which the churches and Christian 
communities could counter the challenge of totalitarianism. This included the Christendom 
Group, the “Chandos” Group, the Moot and the circle of St Anne’s House. He attended and 
spoke at major Anglican conferences, including the 1937 Oxford Conference on “Church, 
Community and State,” and the 1941 Malvern Conference on the “Life of the Church and the 
Order of Society,” and served on the editorial committee of the Christian News-Letter and the 
New English Weekly.33  
 It is noteworthy, however, that it was not only church leaders and the Christian press 
that defined Britain’s war aims within a religious framework. Mainstream political figures 
resorted to similar language in their public speeches and parliamentary debates.34 On 1 
September 1938, twenty-seven MPs signed an open letter to The Times in support of the 
movement of “Moral Rearmament.” The letter stated that “in an age when lowered moral 
standards have become a breeding-ground for destructive forces,” there was an urgent need 
for a moral renewal or “inner quickening.”35 In his broadcast of 14 July 1940, Winston 
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Churchill declared that Britain was not fighting for herself alone, but the war was “of deep 
consequence to Christian civilisation.”36 Religious language was used in political discourse 
throughout the war. As Phillip Williamson observes, politicians who resorted to this type of 
vocabulary “drew upon the most powerful language available to sharpen and solemnize the 
confrontation with Germany” and to establish the role of Britain as the defender of 
Christianity.37 Presenting the war in religious terms served to give it a positive purpose: it 
was not only a war against Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia, but also a war for Christian 
Europe. Thus, even ostensibly secular newspapers and magazines, such as The Times, began 
to portray the war as “ultimately not material but spiritual” and as a fight for “not the mere 
fabric of civilization but its spirit and soul.”38 It is within this context that Eliot was 
approached by Żółtowski. He was approached primarily as a Christian thinker and public 
intellectual who took a firm stance in religio-political debates, and whose views were well 
respected in the Christian circles. 
 
3. The Polish “test” 
 
How did the religious rhetoric of wartime discourse affect the way in which the information 
about occupied Poland and texts such as Roll Call were received, presented and discussed? 
Poland was invaded by Nazi Germany on 1 September and by Soviet Russia on 17 September 
1939 and, thus, came to be perceived as a simultaneous victim of two “anti-Christian” 
aggressors. On the eve of the Nazi invasion, the New English Weekly referred to the Polish 
people as the “Messianic nation,” which “can only set the house alight and perish, as a State, 
in conflagration” since the Poles “are a people enamoured of the idea of death and 
resurrection.”39 A day after the invasion, The Tablet argued that Britain ought to honour the 
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guarantee given to Poland, because Poland was “at once a test and a rampart” – “a test of 
sincerity of Herr Hitler’s expression about a lasting understanding” and a rampart that will 
prevent Germany from ensuring “there is to be nothing left of the Christian faith.”40 In the 
wake of the Soviet invasion, Poland was effectively presented as “a rampart between Nazi-
ism and Red Communism,” a country that “repelled the onslaught of Bolshevism in 1920” 
and “the first nation to resist, by arms, the aggression of Hitlerism, with its paganism and 
deification of brutal tyranny.”41 It was also a battleground that, from a wider perspective, 
symbolised the fate of Europe whose fragile peace settlements were simultaneously 
challenged by two different totalitarian regimes. “Everything which is happening in Poland 
today,” pointed out The Tablet, “is a foreshadowing of the future in the west.”42 The threat 
that Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia posed to Poland and other European states was 
described through an explicitly religious imagery. “There is now an alliance between 
Bolshevist godlessness and Nazi devilishness, and who shall say which is worst?,” asked the 
Church Times.43  
This rhetoric had to be readjusted after the German invasion of Russia and Russia’s 
joining of the Allies. Since the summer of 1941, the British Ministry of Information was keen 
to “avoid condemnation of the state atheism of the Soviet Union and to muffle criticism from 
other quarters,” yet as Iain McLaine observes, the “attitude of Catholics continued to worry 
the authorities.”44 Much pressure was put on the Polish government-in-exile to avoid 
publicising information about the Katyń massacre and Soviet deportations of Polish citizens 
so as not to antagonise Stalin.45 By late 1944, the Polish authorities in London knew that the 
public opinion was looking forward to the end of the war. The issue of the Polish-Russian 
frontier and Poland’s independence was not receiving much sympathetic coverage in the 
press. The Times accused the Polish authorities of attempting “to secure the aid of the 
Western Powers and to play off those Powers against Russia”46 instead of showing good will 
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and accepting the settlement proposed by Stalin. In the House of Commons debate on the 
“Russo-Polish question” on 15 December 1944, the Polish government-in-exile was criticised 
for their “complete inability to get out of the world of make-believe in which they love to 
live” and their attempts “to mobilize Roman Catholic opinion throughout the world” to 
support Polish demands for sovereignty.47 By the end of 1944 it was almost only the Catholic 
and Anglican press that still showed support for the Polish cause and distrust of Stalin’s 
intentions.48 The Tablet openly criticised the British government for their attempts “to 
whitewash what the Soviet does.”49 Towards the end of the war, Christian press again 
presented the issue of Polish independence as a “test” – this time it was a “test” for the 
integrity of the government’s alleged Christian vision of the post-war reconstruction of 
Europe. 
This discursive framework informed Eliot’s understanding of the Polish situation and 
his reading of Roll Call. The fact that it was the editor of the Catholic Tablet who contacted 
Eliot on behalf of his “Polish friends” suggests that Eliot’s specific religious beliefs were of 
less importance than his broader political conviction that communism was not a way forward 
for Europe.50 Although Roll Call does not make any references to communism, it does show 
the dehumanising effect of the camp, which became an instrument of oppression and 
punishment used by both the Nazis and the Soviets.51 Thus in this specific political context, it 
does not come as a surprise that Eliot read the text as both an evidence that “Poland is the 
greatest sufferer among the nations,” and a record that had a bearing on “the future of the 
whole of Europe.” It showed the camp’s “terrible congruity to the modern world” and “its 
aptness as an instrument for the demonic forces” that were at work to destroy the religious 
and cultural heritage of European civilisation.52 
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4. The Extermination of the Jews in Christian discourse 
 
The absence of any references to Jewish suffering in Eliot’s preface, which was written in 
December 1944, raises the question of his knowledge and understanding. With both Nazism 
and communism being understood as primarily anti-Christian ideologies, how did the Church 
communities and the Christian press react to the anti-Semitic policies of Hitler and the 
increasing number of reports on the extermination of Jews in occupied Europe? The Church 
of England took an official stance on racial discrimination at the Oxford Conference of 1937. 
The conference report argued for the removal of “racial barriers,” calling attention to both 
“the colour bar in certain Churches” and “the more widely diffused and less acknowledged 
evil of anti-Semitism.”53 Throughout the war, many Church leaders campaigned against the 
Nazi persecution of Jews and tried to urge rescue efforts and combat domestic anti-Semitism. 
In December 1939, the Christian News-Letter, launched by the members of the Moot, stated 
that “the sufferings of the Jews are pre-eminent” and argued that the “future course of the 
world and of Christianity itself may be determined by the attitude which Christians take 
towards these issues.”54 In September 1941, the Christian News-Letter published Eliot’s 
commentary on Vichy France, which referred to the persecutions of French Jews, declaring 
that “unless the French Church, and the Protestant bodies in France rise to protest, we must 
feel serious doubts about the way in which the revival of Christian France, advertised from 
Vichy, is to be carried out.”55 In January 1943, after the United Nations issued a joint 
declaration confirming that the reports of the mass murder of Jews in Europe were true and 
condemning the “bestial policy of cold-blooded extermination,” the Bishops of England and 
Wales urged the government to act by declaring that it was “the duty of civilized nations … 
to exert themselves to the utmost possible extent to provide a sanctuary” for Jewish 
refugees.56 The Christian News-Letter joined the bishops’ appeal, stating that the “treatment 
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of the Jews is so wanton in its cruelty, so naked and unashamed in its inhumanity, that to fail 
to meet it with such counter-action as is open to us would be to share in the degradation of 
humanity.”57  
 While all these statements and protests openly opposed anti-Semitic policies of the 
Nazis, they nevertheless did not challenge the perception of Nazism as an anti-Christian 
menace. Throughout the war the meaning of Nazism, Tom Lawson argues, “continued to be 
explained and understood in the threat National Socialism posed for the Christian world.”58 
Nazism as well as Soviet communism were presented as quasi-religious systems that aimed 
to eradicate all religion and thus destroy European civilisation. The members of the Moot 
discussed anti-Semitic policies of the Nazis in a similar way. John Baillie argued that the 
“Nazi attitude to the Jew was not merely an ethical but a religious principle and needed a 
counter religion to oppose it” because one “could not refute it wholly on the basis of rational 
ethics.” In a similar vein, Christopher Dawson claimed that “the existence of believing 
societies in a non-believing society was now threatened by the greater material integration of 
the modern state,” which was “evident in the treatment of Jews and Christians by the 
Totalitarian States.”59 Jewish people were referred to as a religious group, and their 
persecution was viewed as part of a more universal assault on religion by totalitarian regimes. 
The Christian News-Letter maintained that the extermination of the Jews in Europe was a 
“crime not against the Jews alone, but against mankind.”60  
 The way Christian press addressed the Nazi extermination of European Jews has to be 
viewed within a larger context of wartime press coverage and political censorship. As 
Holocaust scholars have established, the British and American governments controlled what a 
wider public in these countries knew about the mass murder of Jews on the continent.61 They 
received intelligence reports from occupied countries, published official statements informing 
citizens of the developments in Europe, and orchestrated the production of propaganda 
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material designed to raise the morale at the home front. The British Foreign Office policy 
stipulated that Jews were to be referred to as nationals of particular countries. The aim of this 
policy was to prevent the increase in the level of domestic anti-Semitism on the one hand, 
and to avoid pressure on the government to relax its strict refugee policy on the other.62 In 
1940, the British government prevented G. B. Shaw from talking about the persecution of 
Jews in a public broadcast out of “fear of upsetting public opinion.”63 Similarly, William 
Temple, the Archbishop of Canterbury, was instructed not to mention the word Jew in his 
April 1944 broadcast in which he appealed to Hungarian Christians to help the victims of 
Nazism.64 Tony Kushner argues that this way of framing the war narrative was directly 
related to the universalist liberal thinking of the British authorities who wanted to see all Jews 
as citizens of their countries of birth, and refused to define them by their ethnicity or race as 
Hitler did. As a 1944 Foreign Office document stated, the authorities refused to “regard Jews 
as belonging to a separate category” because “discrimination of this kind savour[ed] too 
strongly of the Nazi attitude towards Jews.”65 This kind of thinking, Kushner contends, led to 
a “reluctance to accept publicly the Jewish dimension of the Nazi atrocities” and thwarted 
attempts at an implementation of an effective rescue and refuge policy.66 The official stance 
taken by the British and American governments was that the rescue of European Jews would 
be achieved only through the liberation of occupied Europe. Drawing attention to Jewish 
suffering would go against this rationale, and it was believed that it could potentially 
“undermine British unity and increase anti-Semitism in Britain.”67  
Not surprisingly, such official narratives came to dominate the accounts published in 
British and American press. The wartime news circulation system followed what Michael 
Fleming calls a “voluntary” censorship regime, in which the press relied heavily on the 
reports issued by the government and maintained a large dose of scepticism towards 
statements and intelligence reports issued by foreign governments and international bodies 
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whose veracity and reliability was not confirmed by the Foreign Office.68 Thus, despite the 
fact that throughout the war news agencies had constant access to relatively up-to-date 
information on the persecution and mass murder of European Jews, very rarely did such news 
make it to the first pages. Holocaust scholars such as Deborah Lipstadt, Laurel Leff, and 
Antero Holmila have concluded that the way the information about the ongoing 
extermination of the Jews was buried within the inside pages of mainstream newspapers had 
a key impact on how it was received by readers.69 Such positioning shaped the discursive 
environment of the (often competing) war narratives. With hindsight, it is not easy to 
establish whether the editors’ and journalists’ decisions to relegate such articles to inside 
stories were dictated by their own or the target reader’s scepticism, disbelief, indifference or 
prejudice, yet it is clear that priority was given to the coverage of the national war effort: 
During the war, the story was the prosecution of the war, the pursuit of an Allied 
victory. … Their editors wanted stories about the home front and the war front. They 
were not geared for stories – quite fantastic stories – about millions of Jews being 
gassed and burned to death as part of a systematic German campaign to exterminate a 
people.70  
 Another reason behind the editors’ decision not to prioritise reports on the 
extermination of the Jews might have been their distrust of what they considered to be 
“atrocity propaganda,” whose perceived aim was to incite hatred towards the Germans. This 
distrust stemmed from the propaganda legacy of World War I, which was exposed and 
criticised in the post-war years. Vernon McKenzie, a contemporary scholar of journalism, 
argued that “because certain widely-circulated, and for a time widely-credited, World War I 
atrocity tales were proved false, suspicion was cast on all atrocity reports.”71 This 
unwillingness to believe that intelligence reports coming from occupied Europe were true 
created a barrier of understanding that activists who campaigned for the implementation of a 
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more effective rescue plan, such as Eleanor Rathborne, Victor Gollancz or Arthur Koestler, 
found increasingly difficult to overcome. In January 1944, the New York Times published 
Koestler’s article that desperately urged the reader to believe in the “grim stories of Nazi 
atrocities”: 
I have been lecturing now for three years to the troops…. They don’t believe in 
concentration camps, they don’t believe in starved children of Greece, in the shot 
hostages of France, in the mass graves of Poland; they have never heard of Lidice, 
Treblinka or Belzec. You can convince them for an hour, then they shake themselves, 
their mental self-defense begins to work and in a week the shrug of incredulity has 
returned like a reflex temporarily weakened by a shock.72 
This attitude persisted even after the camps were liberated. Many early accounts of 
the liberation of the camps did not mention the fact that most of the Nazi victims were 
Jewish, referring to them as nationals of particular states instead.73 As Holmila observes, “the 
systematic nature of the Jewish tragedy, the uniqueness of the extent to which it was 
particularly Jews who had suffered, was virtually absent in the British press discourse” 
immediately after the war.74 Instead, the coverage focused on the Nazi perpetrators and the 
British and American liberators. “The objective of the British and American governments in 
revealing the nature of the crimes of their enemy had not been to focus on the victims of the 
Nazis (and especially not the Jews),” Kushner concludes, “but to emphasize the rightness of 
the war effort through the demonization of the German people.”75 
 This lack of understanding of the Jewish plight was not limited to the issue of press 
coverage, but posed a deeper problem that affected the American and British treatment of 
Jewish displaced persons camps in Germany.76 In October 1945, 17,000 Jewish survivors in 
the DP camp in Bergen-Belsen undertook a hunger strike in protest against the systemic 
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failure to recognise them as the group that was singled out for destruction by the Nazi regime. 
On 14 October, The Observer reported: 
The Jews of Belsen have a special grievance. They are not recognised as a separate 
national, ethnical, or religious group. They are treated either like Poles or Hungarians. 
The motive of that treatment is undoubtedly just – British authorities refuse to 
introduce racial or religious discrimination. Yet this abstract principle fails to do 
justice to the reality here. The Jews have, in fact, suffered as Jews and not as Poles or 
Hungarians, and they have suffered incomparably more than non-Jews.77 
As these examples show, the recognition of the special status of Jews as victims of Nazism 
was a slow and by no means straightforward process. The reluctance of the British and 
American governments and mainstream newspapers to address this question contributed to 
the wider public’s ignorance.  
 The public understanding of what happened in Auschwitz-Birkenau in particular 
posed yet another problem. The camp was liberated on 27 January 1945 by the Soviet army, 
but most British and American newspapers reported on the liberation only in April/May 
1945. While the concentration camps liberated by the American and British troops, including 
Belsen, Buchenwald and Dachau were considered major news items, the Soviets’ liberation 
of death camps, such as Majdanek and Auschwitz-Birkenau, were “minor stories as far as the 
British press was concerned – doubted as Soviet atrocity-mongering and rarely connected to 
the Jewish disaster.”78 Even if Soviet reports had been trusted, they would not have shed light 
on the Nazi extermination of Jewish people because they did not identify Jews as the primary 
victims.79 
 There is, therefore, no contradiction in saying that British and American readers could 
have been simultaneously aware and ignorant of the plight of European Jews. They were 
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aware that Jews were being persecuted, scapegoated and murdered in large numbers 
throughout the war, and yet at the same time they could have been ignorant of the systematic 
nature of the Nazi extermination programme. There was no shortage of information on the 
Nazi anti-Semitic policies, and yet the way in which this information was presented in 
newspapers, buried in the inside pages among other less important pieces of news, failed to 
convey the sense of tragedy that was unfolding in front of readers’ eyes. “British and 
American citizens had no real comprehension of the scale of the Nazi slaughter,” Fleming 
argues, “not because the data was not available to officials and newspaper editors, but 
because the US and the British governments and the “free” press decided it was not a central 
story of the fight against Nazi tyranny.”80  
  
5. Roll Call and the Mnemohistory of the Holocaust 
 
Why did Eliot, when speaking of the evil of “treating any group of human beings ... as 
something less than human, as merely pawns or pests” in December 1944, not mention Jews 
and focused only on the suffering of Poles? It is possible that, just like most British public, he 
was not fully aware of the Jewish plight. And yet, in his preface Eliot refers to the “lurid 
account[s] in the daily press.”81 When Żółtowski sent Eliot the typescript of Roll Call, he was 
eager to assure him that the text was “something more than the general run of atrocity 
reports,” assuming that Eliot would find it difficult to believe that the events described in the 
text really took place.82 In the same letter Żółtowski vouched that the text “has been brought 
from occupied Poland” and that was the proof of its “undoubted authenticity.” When Eliot 
enquired about more details regarding the text’s origin, Żółtowski, perhaps concerned that 
Eliot may disbelieve the text’s authenticity, offered to arrange a meeting between Eliot and 
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his cousin who “passed more than three years in seven different camps and also knows the 
one at Oświęcim where his father died.”83 While Eliot accepted Żółtowski’s assurance, he 
nevertheless insisted that “there should be some statement about the origin of the manuscript, 
or some readers will presume it to be simply a brilliant piece of imaginative fiction.”84 Thus, 
as late as December 1944, Eliot gave an expression to a widespread disbelief in atrocity 
stories and reports coming from occupied Europe.  
Eliot and Żółtowski shared an understanding that what Żółtowski referred to as the 
“general run of atrocity stories” had made the general reader sceptical and doubtful, and Roll 
Call would appeal to the British audience only if it could offer something more than what 
they had become used to. According to Eliot, Andrzejewski succeeded in doing that: 
He makes us feel the degree to which suffering isolates men each in his private hell: 
yet his sympathy and compassion unite the characters in a communion of misery. The 
compassion almost extends to the torturers themselves: they too, like the prisoners, 
are isolated from each other, and yet torturers and tortured all exist in one hell 
together. In short, the author writes with detachment …. In so doing, he enables us to 
experience the abomination, as the most lurid account in the daily press cannot do.85 
Eliot’s remarks suggest that what made the text special was its attempt to address the issue of 
suffering from a perspective wider than the victims’ – a perspective that embraced also those 
who inflicted suffering, that showed the perpetrators and the tortured “in a communion of 
misery.” Such a perspective was obviously absent from the articles published in the daily 
press, where the perpetrators would be clearly identified as the Germans, and the victims as 
the nationals of occupied countries. Instead of providing numbers of victims and statistics, 
Roll Call focused on a single incident and offered an insight into the dehumanising effects of 
the camp. It did not directly put the blame on the Germans, but rather pointed to the horror of 
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the situation in which human beings inflicted terrible and pointless suffering on each other. In 
other words, the text invited a more general and abstract reflection on what the camp did to 
people – both those who were imprisoned in it and those who ran it. Eliot’s reflection that 
“however the concentration camp comes about, it inevitably brutalises those who keep it and 
those who countenance it” seems to be a direct commentary on Andrzejewski’s attempt to 
show that camp functionaries were still capable of human reactions.86 Similarly, Eliot’s 
universalist reading of the camp as “an instrument for the demonic forces” (as opposed to the 
understanding of the camp as an instrument used by the Nazi regime to annihilate Europe’s 
Jewish population) corresponds to Andrzejewski’s description of the camp as “hell” that 
concentrates together “all human hatred and all the cruelty of the world.”87  
In the end, the English translation of Roll Call with Eliot’s preface was not published 
in 1945 as planned. Whatever happened to the text was most likely related to the immediate 
political situation. On 14 March 1945 Żółtowski informed Eliot that the English translation 
with his preface would be published by the London-based Polish literary journal Nowa 
Polska [New Poland], but it never appeared in print with Eliot’s preface.88 It is worth noting, 
though, that after the publication of Roll Call was dropped, a concentration camp testimony 
that came from Poland was published in John Middleton Murry’s Adelphi. The April-June 
1947 issue included Eugenia Kocwa’s Ravensbrück memoir “On the Sands of Mecklenburg,” 
which was brought to London by Margaret Storm Jameson. Storm Jameson went on a ten-day 
visit to Warsaw and Kraków as a member of PEN International, accompanied by Antoni 
Słonimski, the editor of Nowa Polska, in September 1945.89 In Kraków she met Kocwa, who 
told her of her four-year imprisonment in Ravensbrück, and passed her a memoir she 
published in a Polish journal.90 The memoir was subsequently translated into English by 
Maria Kuncewiczowa and published in The Adelphi with Storm Jameson’s introduction.91 
Both the introduction and the other articles and reviews published in this issue show how the 
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Christian framework used to interpret what happened in the concentration camps could 
obscure the Jews’ plight as late as two years after the end of the war.  
The April-June 1947 issue featured three articles by the members of the Moot (Eliot, 
Murry, Hodges), who all reflected on the perceived crisis of European culture and 
civilisation, as well as book reviews that addressed the question of post-war reckoning. The 
issue put forward a clearly delineated narrative on how to understand what happened during 
the war and how best to move forward and work towards post-war reconstruction. Hodges’ 
opening article, “The Crisis of Western Culture,” identified the crisis as having several 
dimensions: social, cultural and spiritual, and argued that Marxism’s menacing power to 
“transform the consciousness of mankind” was being underestimated.92 The article contended 
that “as the Nazis regarded non-Aryan man as an inferior type, so the communist must regard 
pre-socialist man as an undeveloped and in that sense inferior type.”93 The following article, 
Eliot’s “Culture and Politics,” lamented the “gradual closing of the mental frontiers of 
Europe” and argued against confusing culture with politics. “An error of the Germany of 
Hitler,” Eliot observed, “was to assume that every other culture than that of Germany was 
either decadent or barbaric.”94 Murry’s “The Crisis of Man,” written partly in response to 
Hodges’ and Eliot’s articles, contended that the crisis they were trying to diagnose was in fact 
“a crisis of the human spirit – of the human mind, the human intelligence, the human 
conscience.”95  Thus, while Hodges, Eliot and Murry did not agree on all the details, the core 
of their diagnoses remained essentially the same: Europe’s culture(s) and its political scene 
were in need of regeneration. This regeneration, however, could not be brought about by 
Soviet Russia, which was seeking to subjugate other (Christian) cultures, and in this sense 
implementing what they considered the Nazi model.  
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  It is within this context that the reader was invited to engage with Kocwa’s text – it 
was printed immediately after Murry’s article. In her introduction to Kocwa’s memoir, 
Jameson described her meetings with the author: 
When I saw her for the second time she told me that she had spent years in 
Ravensbrück concentration camp. … Her eyes, very clear, had an expression I was 
beginning to recognise – I had seen it in the eyes of other survivors. They were 
inward-looking. Their direct glance came from a depth. Looking at me from her still 
depth, she said: “In Ravensbrück I learned to live. I became a Christian, because I 
found that only God could help.”96 
Kocwa’s account is framed in a very specific context – that of unspeakable suffering which 
could be alleviated only by Christianity – and can well be read as a reflection on the crisis 
that Hodges, Eliot and Murry analysed in their articles. Kocwa describes the world of 
Ravensbrück as a space in which Christian values have been maliciously upturned: 
Here, as in some diabolical theatre, all notions are reversed. Everything that, when we 
were free, was good is now bad, and vice versa. To be kind is clumsiness, to be 
honest, stupidity, to be brutal is the height of efficiency. Everything that shows 
compassion or a warm heart is forbidden. Most strictly are handshakes and kisses. 
You are not allowed to take anyone’s arm, you are not allowed to make the sign of the 
Cross.97 
The camp is presented as an anti-Christian world in which the inmates who do not learn the 
new rules fast enough are not able to survive.  
Traumatic as this experience was, according to Jameson, Kocwa insisted that she had 
to forgive those who inflicted this suffering on her. “She said: ‘We suffered so terribly that I 
do not think of punishment for our tormentors. Such things can only be forgiven, and they 
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must be forgiven.’”98 In this way both the crime and the need to forgive and not to pursue 
retribution are framed within a larger Christian narrative that sought to argue that to move 
forward one must not seek revenge, but offer forgiveness. The notion of forgiveness as a 
healing practice is further developed in J. P. Hogan’s review of Victor Gollancz’s In Darkest 
Germany and Stefan Schimansky’s Vain Victory, which focused on the suffering of German 
deportees.99 Hogan observed that such books enabled the British reader “so uncomfortably 
exempt from extremity of hardship even now, to suffer at least in imagination along with the 
German people.” He concluded his review stating: 
We live in the same world as Eugenia Kocwa describes; it is mere accident that we 
have been more fortunate so far. When the time comes we must meet devilry and 
destruction with a passionate sainthood. Meanwhile we have our concern, our 
deepening responsibility, our burden of guilt; we do not lack occasion and opportunity 
for atonement.100  
No doubt this narrative of pain that was inflicted by the “devilry” of totalitarianism and that 
ought to be met with forgiveness and sainthood offered a way of coping with the trauma to 
some of the survivors, including Kocwa. Nevertheless, it left the Jewish suffering out of the 
picture. The entire issue of The Adelphi devoted to the crisis of Europe, published as late as 
1947, did not contain a single reference to the mass murder of Europe’s Jews. None of the 
articles or reviews nor Kocwa’s account mentioned Jews as victims, focusing on a more 
universal understanding of suffering and considering the camps as, in Eliot’s words, “an 
admonition for the future.”101 Such a treatment of the topic was in fact symptomatic of post-
war Christian narratives. As Lawson points out, a recognition that Jews were “the primary 
victims of Nazism would have challenged the basis of this entire mindset by introducing the 
idea that Nazism was something other than simply the negation of Christianity, and the denial 
of a Christian God.”102  
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 One possible reason why Roll Call was not published in 1945 is that it was withdrawn 
from publication after the news of the liberation of Auschwitz came to light. In the summer 
of 1945, when the translation with Eliot’s preface was scheduled for publication, Nowa 
Polska, which until then appeared monthly, was hit by paper shortage and after the June issue 
came out, the journal was shut down for three months.103 In the meantime, Słonimski, the 
editor-in-chief, visited Poland with Storm Jameson and several other delegates. The visit 
made him aware not only of the scope of destruction, but also of the high level of anti-
Semitism and hostility towards Jewish survivors among Poles.104 This may have been the 
reason why, when Nowa Polska resumed publication after its paper license was renewed, a 
number of pieces in the October 1945 issue explicitly addressed the mass extermination of 
Jews.105 Słonimski might have decided against publishing Roll Call and Eliot’s preface 
precisely because they did not highlight the Jewish tragedy, focusing only on the suffering of 
Poles.106 As Storm Jameson recounts, during their visit to Poland Słonimski was “unhappy 
and disappointed” with what he saw, and while he acknowledged the existence of “the heroic 
side” of Poles, he drew Jameson’s attention to “other things which are not heroic,” in 
particular the post-war resurgence of anti-Semitism.107 The visit to Poland could have 
influenced Słonimski’s selection of texts to be published by Nowa Polska, and his decision to 
print texts that highlighted the Jewish tragedy could well be read as a political statement. 
It is also possible that the text was withdrawn from publication for strictly political 
reasons. Since Auschwitz-Birkenau was liberated by the Red Army on 27 January 1945, 
which was reported in the Western media in April/May, it would have been difficult to 
publish the English edition of Roll Call without referring to that fact. In his preface, Eliot 
states that “there are concentration camps still on Polish soil, as there are in Germany 
itself.”108 While this was true in December 1944, after the liberation such a statement would 
have to be qualified with an appropriate note. For the Polish government-in-exile the Soviet 
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liberation was simultaneously a new occupation, which meant that they might have been 
reluctant to publish a book that would have, however indirectly, paid tribute to the Soviet 
army.109 The Polish edition of Apel published in London in July 1945 was introduced by 
resistance officer Andrzej Pomian, who was airlifted from Poland in April 1944.110 
Interestingly, his preface does not make a single reference to the Soviet liberation of 
Auschwitz. It ends on a bleak note, confirming that “Warsaw is not free yet.”111 The Polish 
reader would have been able to read between the lines, yet the fact that Pomian did not refer 
to the Red Army’s presence on the Polish soil was quite symptomatic of the Allied-imposed 
silence on the topic of the Soviet takeover of Poland. Since the breakdown of Polish-Soviet 
diplomatic relations in 1943, the British government made sure that “every Polish issue was 
viewed ... in the light of Soviet sensibilities.”112 
What the English translations of Roll Call and “On the Sands of Mecklenburg” and 
Eliot’s and Storm Jameson’s prefaces demonstrate is that the universalist Christian 
understanding of the war as a fight against totalitarian godlessness minimized the Jewish 
tragedy. It is important to bear in mind that these two texts were by no means exceptional 
cases. Rather, they are examples of a relatively common post-war understanding of what later 
came to be known as the Holocaust. In the mid-1940s, the idea that Jews were the primary 
victims of Nazism was either downplayed or completely absent from public discourse. As 
Aleida Assmann points out, “it took two decades before the event was identified by name, 
and a discourse evolved on the unprecedented magnitude of the trauma and crime.”113 
Therefore Anthony Julius’ argument that at the time “Eliot did not understand the Holocaust 
as an event in the history of anti-Semitism” is probably true.114 Indeed, not many people in 
the 1940s understood it that way. While the Holocaust has come to be considered “the 
paradigmatic genocide in world consciousness,” a closer look at its “mnemohistory” reveals 
that the full knowledge and understanding of what happened to the Jewish population of 
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Europe was not immediate.115 While today this may seem hardly conceivable, in the post-war 
years the Holocaust was treated as merely a “footnote to the Second World War,” and 
therefore it should not come as a surprise that the literary culture of the time reflected and 
shared in this understanding.116 
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